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 If there is anything that has drastically changed how people live over the past 

50 years, it would be the internet. Never before has communication and data moved 

so quickly. The changes brought about by the internet can be felt everywhere 

especially in culture. The internet has transformed the way we search for things. It 

could be argued that not all of these changes have been for the benefit of people’s 

lives. New innovations in the way the internet works that are supposed to be 

beneficial to everyone, have many unintended side effects. These side effects 

threaten the stability of society, and distort the way people perceive the world in 

ways that most people are not aware of. 

 Art is a vital part of culture. Artists are the producers of art and great works 

of art display truth1. Ultimately, it is artists who hold the truth, a truth unaffected by 

the wants of the market, the ideals of a nation, etc.. I would argue however that the 

changes of the internet have permeated so deep into society, that they are altering 

even the holders of truth. The internet is affecting the artworks that artists create in 

ways that even the artists are unaware of. 

 At the 55th Venice Biennale, The curator for the Main Pavilion, Massimiliano 

Gioni drew inspiration from a utopian dream by Marino Auriti to build a museum to 

house all worldly knowledge. Marino Auriti filed a U.S. Patent in 1955, for a one 

hundred thirty six story, 2100 foot tall, “Encyclopedic Palace”,that would take up 

sixteen blocks in Washington D.C., a utopian dream that never happened.  

Massimiliano Gioni states that,  

 

 “the dream of universal, all-embracing knowledge crops up throughout the 

history of art and humanity, as one that eccentrics like Auriti share with many other 

artists, writers, scientists, and self-proclaimed prophets who have tried—often in 

vain—to fashion an image of the world that will capture its infinite variety and 

richness. Today, as we grapple with a constant flood of information, such attempts 

                                                            

1 Heidegger, Martin. “The Origin of the Work of Art” 



to structure knowledge into all-inclusive systems seem even more necessary and 

even more desperate.”2 

 

 Lifelong learners like Leonardo Da Vinci exemplify this desire to know 

everything and the fact of the matter is that there just is not enough time in a 

human lifetime, or even in two human lifetimes for a person to know all there is to 

know. With the internet, the “constant flood of information”, we may seem even 

closer to this dream of having all worldly knowledge, especially with agencies like 

the NSA surveying, collecting and storing massive amounts of data. The internet 

certainly has a massive amount of data but sorting through this data to find 

something specific (or to find everything) would still take more time than exists in a 

lifetime. The “structuring knowledge” that Gioni talks about could refer to search 

engines like Google. Google has, over the years developed ways, “structures”, to 

help people find what they want. Google co-founder Larry Page described the 

perfect search engine as something that “understands exactly what you mean and 

gives you back exactly what you want”3 This ideology led to Google developing 

personalization algorithms to add to their top secret search engine algorithm. The 

algorithms are the brains behind the search, the code that tells Google’s computers 

what to do. They are a trade secret in the search engine business and Google’s 

algorithms are highly guarded. The personalization algorithms track what you search 

for, where you are, and a few other things and remember it to get to know you. 

They then prioritize your search results to bring you the results that they deem most 

relevant to you. The results that they deem relevant are the results that they think 

are, “exactly what you want”. This personalized search seems like the perfect solution 

to the thousands of pages of results that can come up from a single internet search 

and it is an improvement, however this system definitely has deep flaws. By only 

giving people results that they want to see, Google has created a bias and is only 
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3 Simpson. “Evaluating Google as an Epistemic Tool” 438. 
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giving people one side of the story. This phenomena is called “Search Engine Bias” 

or “The Filter Bubble”.  

 Part of the large changes that the internet is bringing is the digitization of 

everything from mail to music to books. People are increasingly using search 

engines like Google, as their sole source of information and not just on what the 

weather is going to be like the next day. Google has become a “surrogate expert” 

that people go to to point them in the right direction for information4. In the past, 

people may have gone to someone they deemed to be an expert on a certain topic 

or a librarian to answer their questions but many people now just use google as 

their one and only “surrogate expert”. People are using Google to find out their 

news, research things that interest them and ultimately to form their opinions. The 

problem is that Google keeps their algorithms secret and they have to to stay in 

business. People have no way of knowing exactly how Google is getting them the 

information it is getting to them. They have no way of checking the validity of that 

information. Most people are unaware that the results they are getting from Google 

are filtered, one sided, and not the whole story. Objectivity and knowing both sides 

of a story are key epistemic values and Google’s search personalization destroys 

these. Furthermore, it has been argued that the results Google shows reflect the 

values and political beliefs of the rich and powerful 5 

 Google isn’t the only internet service people are using today though and new 

ways of searching and networking seem to be arising every year. Some of the 

biggest of these competitors are Facebook, Youtube, and Twitter and all of these 

competitors have their own methods of search personalization. It is very easy for 

internet users to switch between these large internet sites6 and the search engines 

are left to use their algorithms to compete with each other for user attention. Since 

the internet giants are competing for user attention, their filters prefer content that 

is interesting and comforting, content that reflects the beliefs of the people who it is 
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being delivered to rather than dull or challenging content7. While Facebook has 

publicly said that they are aware of the filter bubble phenomena and that they take 

measures to prevent it, with the competition so stiff for user attention and the 

algorithms behind personalization kept secret, there is no way in knowing how much 

these filter bubble countermeasures are implemented. 

 Greek Philosopher Heraclitus observed that people seek knowledge in lesser, 

private worlds, not in the great or common world. This observation confirms the 

data that shows that people are increasingly using the internet, a lesser, private, 

virtual world to get their knowledge. Francis Bacon observed how people tend to 

form beliefs based on their upbringing, authority and who they hang around. Bacon 

termed the varying tendencies we have to form beliefs for reasons unconnected to 

the truth, “idols of the cave”8. Search engine personalization shows users the results 

they want to see, the results that they will agree with, not what they don’t agree 

with. This only gives users results that reaffirm their prior beliefs encouraging 

political dogmatism, and extremism, discouraging discussion, and working against 

the type of common public knowledge necessary for a properly run democracy9 The 

bubble divides and scrambles making it so that everyone believes they know the 

truth, but nobody knows the real truth.  

 In addition to search engine bias, there is another aspect of how the internet 

works that threatens the objectivity of the internet search results. The Internet 

Service Providers or ISP’s are the companies behind the network of the internet. 

They ensure the internet stays online and many of them are out to make a profit. 

The internet is a large network run by software and algorithms with conflicting 

interests, written by people with conflicting views. The software they write that runs 

the network acts politically by moving data in the way that reflects the political 

views of the people who wrote the software.  

 Some people believe that all data should move freely and be treated equally 

in something called, “net neutrality”. Fenwick McKelvey calls these people 
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“Netheads”. The Netheads strongly believe in “End to End” or E2E networking, the 

networking philosophy that prioritizes the users and relies on the network to be 

stupid and ferry packets of data from user to user regardless of the who the user is 

or the content of the packets being sent. “Peer to Peer” or P2P file sharing uses E2E 

networking and E2E networking is great for sharing user created content and for a 

few other applications. Each user is treated as an equal and the network develops 

with a swarm of users sharing data from user to user with no concern for any 

network hub or datacenter. The major drawbacks to E2E networking is that its 

applications often use lots of bandwidth flooding the network hub, and leaving no 

bandwidth left for other applications10. This makes the internet slow down for 

everyone else on the network. Since there is no one looking at any of the data, E2E 

networking is wildly unregulated and it is a plagued by illegal downloads that hurt 

many industries. 

  Normally, packets of data are layered and the network would only read the 

small outer layers that revealed the routing information of the packets. Reading the 

entire packet would simply be too slow as the content of the packets would simply 

be too large for the server to process. Within the last five years, new algorithms 

have surfaced to help manage the data packets traveling over the networks such as 

Deep Packet Inspection or DPI, a powerful algorithm that enables servers in network 

hubs to see the content of packets and route them without decreasing network 

speed. When E2E users began encrypting the content layer of their packets, Deep 

Flow Inspection or DFI algorithms were introduced that monitored patterns in how 

the data was transmitted as an online video game would send data differently than 

a movie being downloaded. These new algorithms made a different philosophy of 

networking possible: Quality of Service or QOS. 

 The ISP’s that are out to make a profit believe that net neutrality threatens 

the stability of the internet and that data must be restricted to protect the internet 

and for them to make a profit. This philosophy of networking is known as Quality of 

Service or QOS networking. QOS networking favors the network hubs or centers run 
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by ISPs and route all users through the hub first. Traffic may be subject to QOS 

algorithms and the ISP or operator of the hub can choose to prioritize or halt 

streams of data even down to the activity of specific users. This allows ISPs to halt 

illegal file sharing, make their networks significantly faster, and save the ISPs lots of 

money. It also allows them to control what users see on the internet and to 

prioritize services offered by them or to give “premium customers” a better 

connection to “premium content” . QOS networking favors the hub and content 

created by large companies rather than user created content and gives the ISPs 

control over the internet. 

 Both sides have a compelling argument and still both sides make up the 

network today. If ISP’s completely ran the internet, they would control everything we 

see, totally destroying any hope of objectivity and net neutrality. The internet may 

look a bit like pay per view TV where you pay for access to sites and of course some 

sites would not be accessible. Search engine personalization wouldn’t even matter 

because you would only see what you paid your ISP for and what reflected the 

views of your ISP. On the other hand, an internet run by Netheads would be too 

decentralized, slow, and make time based internet operations (such as video 

chatting, music streaming, video streaming, or online gaming) virtually impossible. In 

addition, file sharing (and illegal file sharing) would be out of control destroying 

creative industries and with the spread of 3D printers, E2E networking could destroy 

many other industries. This wouldn’t be good for search objectivity either.  

 Today, most ISPs run lax QOS algorithms that tighten up in peak hours when traffic 

is most and may loosen or be turned off when traffic is low. QOS networking has 

the potential to be abused just as E2E does.  

 Some small towns and cities in the United States are already taking things 

into their own hands and forming their own hubs and their own town government 

run ISPs. Since the ISP is government run, it doesn’t have to make a profit and can 

run as a public service. Network hubs are not cheap however, and the money must 

come from somewhere, in addition, there is a large bureaucracy around ISPs, cable 

companies and contracts they have with governments around the world. If net 

neutrality is ever to exist, it must be politicized, and brought into the hands of 



organizations who don’t have the goal of making a profit, by the overwhelming 

majority of the public. 

 The internet affects everyone in ways that we are unaware of. Even the artists 

that produce works of art that are supposed to display truth are affected by side 

effects of internet innovations. The filter bubble and the effects of the network even 

affect artists. They too are only seeing one side of the story while they search 

Google. While artists creative processes widely differ, there are some generalizations 

that can be made about what happens between when an artist gets an idea and 

when an artist believes that he is finished with a work of art and there are some 

generalizations that can be made about how an artist gets his ideas in the first 

place. Artists may develop a solid, concrete idea for a project and then proceed to 

create that idea exactly to the original design or they may start a project without a 

vision of the finished work in mind at all. Most artists have a subconscious vision or 

goal (whether they believe it or not) that the artist unconsciously gets ideas from11. 

Artists may draw inspiration from the culture they live in and from what they know. 

One artist may produce an artwork based on the same idea differently than another 

because of their different beliefs and different ways of working.  

 It can be difficult to see the ways in which the internet is affecting the minds 

of artists. There are some clear examples however and there are certainly artists who 

spend time browsing the internet. English artist Sarah Blood admits, “I probably 

spend more time than I’d like to admit on the internet” and although she also said 

she prefers to read books and magazines, she does keep a long list of internet 

bookmarks to re-visit sometime. Mike Fleming, an internationally showing sculptor 

who recently graduated with an MFA at Alfred University created a “Hair Flip” piece 

as part of his thesis show. The hair flip was inspired by a meme adopted by the 

internet that is supposed to be, “the epitome of sexiness”. The “Hair Flip” also shows 

the artificiality of the images we see today in advertisements and online. Photo 

shoots are staged and the photos are edited to reflect a message. Mike Fleming’s 

“Hair Flip” is a clear example of an artwork inspired by content found on the 
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internet. Icelandic artist Aesa Bjork says that she spends a lot of time on the internet 

and on facebook. She see’s that what people post on facebook is, in a way, defining 

to her what it means to be successful. She cannot think of ways in which what she 

sees on the internet affects her work, only that she know it affects her somehow. 

 Artists are people and we know that people prefer to just get their 

information from the “surrogate expert” that is always available: Google. Artists may 

be the most vulnerable out of anyone when it comes to the biased information of 

the internet because of their subconsciousness that remains hidden to them. This 

invisible inner consciousness affects their work and it can be affected by all an artist 

sees. The filter bubble alters the original inception of the idea and the subconscious 

visions or goals of the artist by giving them one sided, biased results. An artist must 

contemplate his whole consciousness in the creation of artwork and knowledge is a 

part of consciousness. Many young artists are getting their knowledge from the 

internet making it more difficult for them to create a great work of art with 

unmistakeable truth12. The way the internet can shape peoples beliefs could even 

distort the original inception of the idea and how the idea is formed thus producing 

artworks with a twisted truth, one that isn’t true at all. 

 Although much of the world still stays offline most of the time, internet use is 

catching on and fast. Some countries such as USA and China are becoming rapidly 

dependent on the internet for everything. With each new generation, the usage of 

the internet as the sole source of information only intensifies. Art students in even 

the best art schools are not exempt from this and may be the most vulnerable. Even 

if artists stay off the internet, it is still changing the culture around them, something 

almost inescapable. If the internet continues on the trends it is on today, and if 

artists and everyone else do not learn about the dangers of excessive internet usage, 

the world could turn into a very different place. A world without truth, without good 

art, without a universal knowledge, where people are scattered with extremist views 

and oppressed by secrecy and control. Net Neutrality is a radically democratic 

political statement and if the internet is to be a free, objective, public service, there 
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must be a large political movement behind it to make it that way. It is the artist’s 

responsibility, as bearers of truth, to use the internet in moderation and be 

extremely careful not to let it affect them in ways that they are not aware of. It is the 

epistemic responsibility of everyone who uses the internet to use it in moderation 

and expose themselves to as many sources as they can so they can form accurate 

opinions that are free from bias and open to debate. 
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